Microsoft Teams is
the hub for teamwork
in Microsoft 365

Qubic’s Direct Routing enables
Phone Calling in Microsoft 365
using Microsoft Teams

Direct Routing
Enterprise
Calling & Voice
Qubic has technology located in the Qubic Cloud
Nexus that routes Microsoft Teams calls directly to
and from the PSTN over resilient SIP trunks.
Calls charged via straightforward per minute billing
at highly-competitive rates.
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Phone System
Replace your traditional phone system
with Microsoft 365 using Teams

Unify your global phone communications
Create a fully unified communications platform for video, chat
and phone calls.

Integrate legacy and specialist phone systems
Qubic’s technology lets you tightly integrate Teams telephony
with platforms such as Mitel MiContact Centre

Add additional features
You can add PCI compliant Voice Recording, Call Logging or
Voicemail

*A complete voice solution is possible with a combination of Phone System and Direct Routing

Call Directly from Teams

Connect with a consistent experience across devices
Desktop

Mobile

iPad

Windows 7+

OS X 10.10+

Web

iPhone

Phone

Android

Calling in Teams
Replace traditional phone system with Microsoft 365
Seamless user experience
Make and receive business calls in Teams, while at home, or on
the road from Android and iOS, video and sharing.

PSTN Calling Available
With Direct Routing, ensure every user can make and receive
calls – a true enterprise voice solution.

Collaboration and Voice Together
Teams lets your users make and receive calls from the office,
from homer or on the move – encouraging working together.

Unify your communications in Microsoft 365
Provide a complete unified communications solution in the cloud.
Reduce reliance on traditional PBXs and on-premises hardware.

Improve flexibility
Increase agility and resilience with people able to work from anywhere
with the same tools and environment on any device.

Scale globally
Connect your phone system to the public worldwide network and get
the power to use Teams telephony wherever your business goes.

Direct Routing for Teams
Qubic Cloud Nexus
SIP Trunk

PSTN

DDI

Qubic can provide Direct Routing for
clients that are using connectivity via
the public internet or Qubic’s own
circuits.
In either case, calls are directly
routed to PSTN over the same High
Availability SIP and billed per
minute.

Microsoft 365
Certified Session Border
Controllers

Cloud PBX

Phone System

On-site PBX

Teams User

Microsoft Teams Devices
Access intelligent
communications
Smarter and faster ways to connect and
collaborate with your devices

Built for purpose

Work with confidence

Devices optimized for your spaces and work
styles

Certified devices, with high quality video
and audio, enterprise-grade security, and
easy set up and management

https://www.qubicgroup.com/services/telephony/microsoft-teams-devices/

A range of certified devices in every size, for every space and working style
Personal devices

Headset

Desk phone

Mobile phone
station

Speaker puck

Shared devices

Mobile phone

PC

Conference
Room Phone

Skype Room
Large screen
Systems
collaboration device

The power of Teams on your phones
Communication devices that enhance the way you
work and collaborate

Hear every voice. Contribute to the conversation
and collaborate easily.
Improve meeting experiences from desktop to
mobile phone to the conference room.
Intelligent communication assistance for all your
calls and meetings, built for the modern office.

Qubic Direct Routing Benefits

Tightly integrate with legacy
and Cloud phone systems

Connect to the PSTN
via high-availability SIP

Conventional, great value
per-minute billing

Access to Qubic’s
global SIP network

Use across multiple devices
including desktop handsets

Add functionality including
Contact Centre, call recording

